
An important first step to establish a Multi-Media History Centre officially commenced on 2 March 2016, when 
the Brisbane Water Historical Society welcomed a meeting of 15 people to the Henry Kendall Cottage and 
Historical Museum to discuss the establishing of a local history scale model building association.
The gathering which included Gosford City Councillor Bob Ward and Anne Charlton, Chief of Staff from 
Senator Deborah O’Neill’s office, discussed many issues regarding setting up an organisation to construct 
scale models and dioramas as part of a Multi-Media History Centre. A number of decisions were made 
including calling the group the Central Coast Historical Model Museum (CCHMM).

1908 Photograph of ‘Rock 
Lily’ being constructed on 
Kincumber Creek.
Modelling begins of the ‘Rock 
Lily’ hull, the two sheds and 
other details. 

A few weeks earlier a first 
project was considered by 
Ray Crawley and Peter Rea 
who carefully studied a 1898 
photograph of the ‘Rock Lily’ 
being constructed on Kincumber 
Cr. It was decided to construct a 
diorama of the scene.
After much consideration Ray and Peter recommended the 
diorama be constructed as viewed from the other side of the 
picture, placing the two sheds at the front of the diorama. 
Ray then approached Terrigal Mens shed with the idea.
Within a few weeks Ray and some other enthusiastic 
members of the Mens Shed had completed the ‘Rock Lily’ 
hull and the two sheds. Meanwhile Ray spent some productive hours constructing timber racks, bench and 
band saws, a log wagon, a donkey steam engine and boiler etc. these parts will go in and around the sheds. 



THE GENERAL 
GORDON AND 
HAWKESBURY 
RIVER WHARF

Above & Right: Ray Maddern 
transferring the drawings and 
assembling the hull.
Below: Barry Evans and Ray 
working on the wharf.
Below Right: Ray Crawley 
waiting room, the floor and 
walls are framed not solid.

Above: Barry and Ray C. at the 
Hawkesbury River site, behind the 
undergrowth is one of the original 
platforms still in reasonable condition.
Left: The story of General Charles 
Gordon and Australias’ involvement in the 
Sudan War is being worked on by Peter.

The second project for the 
Central Coast Historical Model 
Museum was the ‘General 
Gordon’, built at Terrigal 
Haven. ‘The General’ was 
utilised to ferry passengers 
across the Hawkesbury River 
until the Railway Bridge was 
opened in 1889.
Retired Shipwright Bill Bollard 
offered to undertake the 
drawings of the vessel based on the basic information obtained from Gwen Dundon and Graham Andrews. Bill had 
to use a reasonable amount of educated guesswork to finish the drawings. After completion of the drawings the 
modelling work became a project of Terrigal Mens Shed with Ray Maddern commencing the hull. Ray Crawley took 
on building the superstructure and the hand rails. Ray had uncovered a photo showing a forward view of ‘General 
Gordon’ superstructure and he modified the superstructure accordingly.

Meanwhile Peter Rea discovered that the NSW Railway Historical Society 
had drawings of the old railway wharf area. Peter purchased a number 
of fascinating drawings, these showed the very substantial wharf, two 
cottages, two platforms, station buildings and a railway model makers 
dream....a turntable!!! It didn’t take long before a decision was made 

to model the whole area from the Wharf to the 
turntable.
With the ‘General’ itself all but completed and the 
deck of the wharf well underway, Ray C., Barry and 
Peter decided to catch the train to Hawkesbury 
River Station and walk the old line to see what was 
still there. They found one of the original platforms 
hidden behind undergrowth, a few remnants of 
the wharf footings, some of the original railway 
still insitu but nothing of the turntable. Now the 
CCHMM is about to bring it all back to life.

Ray started the waiting room of 
the station diorama as per the 
drawings. The floor was planked 
sitting on properly spaced joists, 
while the walls were doubled 
skinned plank on frames just like 
the real thing.
Soon some of the expensive stuff 
will have to be purchased. This 
will include ‘O’ gauge rail, five 
sets of points with slow-action 
worm motors and of course the 
turntable!!! ....at $700 alone.



In May 2016, a years’ work came to a very 
successful conclusion when two working models 
were unveiled at West Head Fort, along with the 
re-opening of the old soldiers track. West Head 
defended the mouth of the Hawkesbury River and 
the entrance to Pittwater and Brisbane Water. The 
really unique feature of the fort was its 150m long 
inclined railway and the models show how it all 
looked 75 years ago and how the railway worked.

UNVEILING THE WEST HEAD FORT MODELS

Peter Rea unveiled the models 
with Member for Pittwater 
and Minister for Infrastructure 
and Planning, Rob Stokes, 
who previously as Minister for 
Environment & Heritage was 
very supportive in gaining funds 
to complete all the works. The 
models are currently on display 
at the Kalkari Information 

Centre at 
B o b b i n 

Head.

Top: Army re-enactment team salutes 93 year old Bluey 
Mercer who served at the Fort, Bluey later cut the ribbon 
to open the old soldiers track. 

SUBMARINES OFF THE COAST

In May 1942, the IJN Eastern Attack Group comprising 
a total of eight submarines rendezvoused off  Broken 
Bay. This Sydney Submarine Attack exhibition has 
been built by Peter Rea with assistance from the 
sale of History books by Author Jim Macken.
The exhibition features eleven separate highly 
detailed models, some built into dioramas and all in 
display boxes with LED strip lighting. The exhibition 
is set out on two panels of original art. The work 
has been successfully displayed at Henry Kendall 
Museum, Gosford RSL Club, Breakers RSL Club, 
Gosford Stadium, Gosford Showground and Central 
Coast Marine Discovery Centre during 2014 and 
2015.

Top: One of Peter’s submarine dioramas from the exhibition.
Above: The first display of the exhibition was at Gosford RSL Club

Left: Rob Stokes and Peter unveil the diorama of West Head Fort
Above: The model which works via weight and counterweight and the 
diorama of the Fort site with working inclined railway .



OUR FIRST DISPLAY DAY May 14 2016 was a notable day because it was the 
first display day for the CCHMM, a good crowd came to 
the Terrigal Uniting Church grounds for an Arts & Crafts 
Show which saw $12,000 raised for Outback Links.
Displayed was Ray’s 3.3m long ‘HMAS Melbourne’, 
along with the Terrigal Mens Shed dioramas under 
construction of ‘Rock Lily’ and ‘General Gordon’. Bob 
Hornby had two working steam engines. Mick Evan’s 
‘HMAS Swan’ and ‘HMAS Hawkesbury were there 
enhanced with Peter’s cut-away illustration.
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General characteristics
Class & type: River-class torpedo-boat destroyer
Displacement: 750 tons
Length:  250 ft 9 in (76.43 m) length overall
   245 ft (75 m) between perpendiculars
Beam:  24 ft 4 in (7.42 m)
Draught:  8 ft 10 in (2.69 m) maximum
Propulsion: 3 × Yarrow boilers, Parsons turbines, 
   10,000 shp (7,500 kW), 3 shafts
General characteristics of HMAS Swan
Class & type: River-class torpedo-boat destroyer
Displacement: 750 tons
Length:  250 ft 9 in (76.43 m) length overall
   245 ft (75 m) between perpendiculars
Beam:  24 ft 4 in (7.42 m)
Draught:  8 ft 10 in (2.69 m) maximum
Propulsion: 3 × Yarrow boilers, Parsons turbines, 
   10,000 shp (7,500 kW), 3 shafts Speed:  
26.5 knots (49.1 km/h; 30.5 mph)
Range:  2,690 nautical miles (4,980 km; 3,100mi)   

HMAS Swan model:     Michael Evans
Cut-away drawing of HMAS Swan:  Peter Rea
Design, graphics:     Peter Rea
Display box:      Bateau Bay Mens Shed
Lighting:       Peter Adderley

4hresearch.com

HMAS Swan and  HMAS Parramatta
Australia’s River Class Torpedo Class Destroyers 
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Above: Ray and Barry 
show member for 
Terrigal, Adam Crouch 
the work on the ‘Rock 
Lily’ and the ‘General 
Gordon’ dioramas.
Left: Bob Hornby 
works one of his 
steam engines.
Right Top: HMAS Swan, 
built by Mick Evans 
and transported from 
Queensland by Peter.
Right Lower: Peter’s 
cut-away illustration of 
HMAS Swan.

Two 4HR models and accompanying graphics were on 
display, like the cut-away of HMAS Swan. The models 
exhibited were ‘HMAS Swan I’ (top right) and ‘HMAS 
Hawkesbury I’ (lower right). With each about 1.8m long, 
space did not allow for HMAS Sydney I (right). All these 
models were built by Mick Evans and transported from 
Queensland by Peter and Dora.
The ‘HMAS Sydney’ display also includes a 75% 
complete cut-away (right) and a smaller scale (1:350) 
model of ‘SMS Emden’ (right below), which Peter built 
and super-detailed. The ‘SMS Emden’ being sunk by 
‘HMAS Sydney’ in 1914.
A big feature of the day was a 1:72 model of the aircraft 
carrier ‘HMAS Melbourne’ (below), which has been a 
couple of years work for Ray. The vessel itself is entirely 

scratch built with the aircraft, including a hard to acquire 
‘Tracker’, built from kits by Ray.
Adam Crouch was so impressed with Ray’s work that he 
asked if the model could be displayed in his office until 
a permanent home is established for the Museum. The 
boys from the Mens Shed reconstructed a special table 
to support the 3.3m long model and helped transport and 
install it in Adam’s office on 30 May.



RATHMINES - RAAF SEA PLANE BASE
LAKE MACQUARIE

From the largest Sea Plane Base in the Southern 
Hemisphere, Rathmines on Lake Macquarie, aircraft 
including PBY (Catalinas) carried anti-submarine 
patrols over the NSW East Coast. Dangerous long 
distance bombing missions were carried out along with 
similar surveillance and supply operations throughout 
the Pacific Islands. The diorama set on the Rathmines 
main hardstand shows three hangars including what 
was the biggest in Australia.

Numerous vehicles, personnel, equipment and 15 
aircraft, some extremely detailed, are contained in 
the display. All up the diorama is over 3m wide. A 
collection of related aircraft types is steadily growing 
and these will be displayed separately. Work was 
suspended on this project in 2013 to begin work on the 
‘Centenary Of ANZAC’ exhibitions, now ‘Rathmines’ 
and the ‘ANZAC’ exhibitions await completion.  

WW 1 - A GREAT WAR TRAGEDY

Following the wonderful support from 
both Local and State Governments for the  
initial projects, 4HResearch entered into 
‘2015 ANZAC Centenary’ projects with 
reasonable hopes of similar support. Just 
like WWI itself, however, it turned into a bit 
of a disaster for the foot soldiers.
Just as the grant application was to be 
submitted 4HR was notified that the 
amount going to them was to be halved.
Then to add injury to insult a delay of  over 
seven months in actually receiving the 
money was experienced. This period saw 
the AU$ crash against the US$. As most of 
the materials were being purchased from 
overseas in US$, this meant a further 30% 
reduction in real terms. 
With all plans and effective budget management 
out the window, personal funds were used to grab 
necessary limited-edition exhibition items before they 
disappeared from the catalogues. Over a year after the 
works to honour those who lost so much during WW1 
were supposed to be finished, little is yet on display.
The ‘Advance Across No-Mans-Land’ diorama 
(top) remains without many detailing parts, or base, 
landscaping, backscreen, display case and lighting.
Other dioramas also sadly remain unfinished: 
1) ‘Field Hospital’ (right) and  
2) The Australian Light Horse in Palestine

Only a dribble of private funds presently keep the 
projects slowly moving toward eventual completion... 
this just might see all the dioramas finished by the 
‘2115 ANZAC Bi-Centenary’. 

Top: One of the three unfinished dioramas. 
Right: Not quite as dead as the many diggers it was to honour, 
however, the project remains badly wounded.

Above: Some of Scott Foster’s beautifully 
formed and painted figures.



A MARITIME HISTORY OF THE SOUTH SEAS

Various parts of this major exhibition continue to 
expand for the following projects:
The China/British Opium Wars 
- War Junk Model*
The US Black Ships arrival in Japan 
- USS Susqueanna model*.
The Tea and Wool Clippers 
- Thermopylae model*
The Russo/Japan War 
- Mikasa and Borordino Models*
1914 Anzac Convoy, Battle of the Cocos Islands 
- HMAS Sydney model*
China in the 1930s 
- US forces on a Chinese Waterfront diorama*
Defending Australia at Singapore and Manila 
- Fort Drum Model*

Fall of Singapore 
- Sinking HMS Replus and Prince Of Wales  diorama
including HMAS Vampire*
- Australians at the defence of the canal*
- Surrender Percival, Yamashita and staff diorama*
The Indian Ocean 
- Sinking HMS Hermies and HMAS Vampire  diorama*
Sydney Submarine Attack 
- Models and artwork*.
Anti-submarine 
Operations
- Rathmines RAAF 
Sea Plane Base Diorama*
Battles of Coral Sea 
and Midway 
- aircraft involved 
- Development of the carrier - Midway Diorama*
Post War 
- HMAS Sydney and Melbourne models* 
- Post War Aircraft
*Completed    *Under Construction

USS Susqueanna led the 
US Asia Squadron into 
Endo (Tokyo) Bay in 1853. 
Our 1:150 scale model  
currently under construction 
is 700cm long and would 
have been finished if the 
good decision to make 

the paddle-
wheel turn with an 

internal motor hadn’t 
created  3 weeks extra work.

Rae Crosby built this beautiful wood Chinese 
War Junk, for the Opium Wars exhibition

The idea behind this major project is to set 
subjects so that as human, material and 
monetary resources became available parts 
can be added accordingly.
As each exhibition is completed it can go on 
display as a stand alone subject.  All exhibitions, 
however, are designed to be added to a single 
large exhibition ‘A Maritime History Of The 
South Seas’. Following the history of our part 
of the world in maritime events.
At any time one exhibition part can be lifted and 

loaned to be put on display in libraries, museums, 
shopping centres and other public spaces, etc.
The amount of models, artwork and video are 
progressing. Any offer of assistance is always 
welcome, particularly from model makers. There 
are many scale model builders in our community, 
these artisans are being encouraged to lend their 
skills to this project.

‘Midway and Coral Sea’, John’s Akagi aircraft carrier hull. 
Peter is working on the flight deck and (hopefully) Ray C.will do the Island

All contributers will be publicly acknowledged with 
the exhibition.
phone: Peter;  0438 417 739 - (02)43 692786
 Ray;  4323 7377
email: Peter ;   4hresearch@gmail.com 


